Contact Information

- **Name:** HE Xiangnan
- **Email:** xiangnan@comp.nus.edu.sg
- **Website:** [www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~xiangnan/](http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~xiangnan/)

- Email me for any doubts!
  - Encourage discussion with your friends!
Self - introduction

• Name: ?
• Major?:; Year?
• Hobbies?
• Anything else?

ANG MING YI (HONG MINGYI)
BAO JUN NING
CHOO HUI YI CHARMAINE
CUI QIAN YU
GAN SHENG HONG
HO REN SEN
HOANG MANH DUNG
HU YI FEI
JADE ONG HUAI GUI
JIN JING
KOH JUN XIANG
KWAN WEI HAO
LEONG WAN TIAN
LIM KANG LONG TREX
LIN CHE HAO
LIU LE
SITI NORFAEQAH BINTE
POWZAN
STEFANI LETICIA
XIAN MINYAO
XU RUOFAN
YEO QUAN YANG
YU CHEN
ZHAN WEIHENG
Tutorial Overview

• In total, 11 tutorials:
  – *Tutorial plan* (IVLE -> lesson plan)
  – 4 to 5 questions each tutorial
  – 1 question/student (*presentation*)
  – 2% for attendance, 3% for participation

• In each tutorial:
  – 10-15 mins to review the lecture.
  – 40-45 mins to discuss the questions (lead by the presenter).
E-learning week (important)

- Tutorial 3 (E-learning)
  - 10 Sep 2013
  - You need to request to join the Facebook Group (before 3rd Sep 2013):
    https://www.facebook.com/groups/294442100696905/
  - Online discussion – chatting, posts, etc.
  - Presenter need to upload the slides before the class. Get prepared to answer questions.
Questions Discussion

- Q1 - Basic Concept and OOP: JADE ONG HUAI GUI
- Q2 - Modular Coding: CHOO HUI YI CHARMAINE
- Q3 - Pass-by-Value: LIN CHE HAO
- Q3 - Game of Life: CUI QIAN YU
Thanks!